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1. Introduction

Metadata are an essential tool to facilitate discovery and monitoring
Metadata standardization efforts include abstract test suites or produce 

guidelines to assure interoperability between systems (catalogs)
Syntactic interoperability by means of XML encoding specifications
Semantic interoperability by common metadata models, together with 

additional requirements/recommendations 
XML Schema validation or schematrons tools help to assure 

interoperability and check
completeness (commission or omission of metadata elements)
and consistency (both metadata format and structure/domain of 

metadata elements)
However, little attention is paid to the accuracy of metadata:

“accurate description of resources using factual and correct 
information”

Should a catalog maintain metadata records incorrectly classified 
(boundaries classified as land use)?

Should a resource locator link to an unreachable and defunct web site?
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Objective

 Propose a method for analyzing quality considering 
aspects other than interoperability
 Ureña-Cámara, M.A., Nogueras-Iso, J.,Lacasta,  J., Ariza-López, 

F.J., 2018. A method for checking the quality of geographic 
metadata based on ISO 19157. International Journal of 
Geographical Information Science,  DOI: 
10.1080/13658816.2018.1515437 

 An adaptation of ISO 19157 for geographic information 
quality to the metadata case

 Apart from consistency and completeness, accuracy and 
correctness of temporal, positional and attribute 
information are exhaustively covered in ISO 19157
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DQ_PositionalCorrectness

DQ_QualityOfFreeText

2. A method for checking quality based on ISO 19157

ISO 19157 
proposes 
measures for 
each quality 
element that 
can be adapted



Quality control

 Our method consists of a set of quality checks, based on controls
 Determination of whether a parameter of a product satisfies a 

specific requirement (e.g., no more than 5% of errors)
 Our product (dataset) is a set of ISO 19115 metadata records

 Sometimes quality controls can be automated and the full dataset 
is checked

 Our Acceptance Quality Limit: 4.16%/96.84% error/correct rate
 Other times, controls are applied on a sample of the population

 ISO 2859:2 (Sampling plans indexed by limiting quality for 
isolated lot inspection) tell how many records should be 
sampled and how many errors should be accepted
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Completeness

quality 
element

metadata 
element

how measure A

DQ_
Completeness
Commission 

all identify records that have 
additional instances in one of 
their metadata elements

D.3 (rate of excess 
items) 

Y

DQ_
Completeness
Omission 

all identify records that don't 
have mandatory elemens 
correctly filled 

D.7 (rate of 
missing items) 

Y



Consistency (I)
quality 
element

metadata 
element

how measure A

DQ_
Conceptual
Consistency

all identify records that don't 
follow ISO 19139 XML 
Schema

D.13 (compliance 
rate with the 
conceptual schema)

Y

DQ_
Conceptual
Consistency 

scale verify if scale is referred in 
other metadata elements

Similar to D.22 
(number of faulty 
point-curve 
connections)

N

DQ_ 
Conceptual
Consistency

grid 
dimensions/
geometric 
objects 
count

determine if they are 
consistent with raster/vector 
representation

Similar to D.22 
(number of faulty 
point-curve 
connections)

N 

DQ_
Domain
Consistency

all identify records with items 
compliant with ISO 19139 
domains

D.17 (value domain 
conformance rate)

Y

DQ_
Domain
Consistency 

Geographic 
extent

check if bounding boxes 
contain coordinates in a valid 
range

D.17 (value domain 
conformance rate) 

Y



Consistency (II)
quality 
element

metadata 
element

how measure A

DQ_
Format
Consistency

all identify records that 
don't have a valid 
XML encoding

D.21 (physical structure 
conflict rate)

Y

DQ_ 
Topological
Consistency

parent identifier identify if metadata 
records correctly 
reference parent 
metadata records

Similar to D.23 (rate of 
faulty point-curve 
connections)

Y

DQ_
Topological
Consistency

Geographic 
extent vs 
geogrpahic 
scope of quality

check if both 
bounding boxes are 
compatible

Topological contradiction 
(rate of records with 
compatible bounding 
boxes)

Y

DQ_
Temporal
Consistency 

dates verify the proper 
time sequence of 
steps related to 
creation, 
publication, ...

Similar to D.62 
(chronological order, rate 
of conflict time 
sequences)

Y



Accuracy / correctness
quality 
element

metadata 
element

how measure A

DQ_
Temporal
Validity

dates check if harvesting date falls 
within last reported 
timestamp + update 
frequency

D.18 (value domain 
non-conformance 
rate)

 

Y

DQ_
Thematic
Classification
Correctness 

keyword manual evaluation of the 
correctness of a common 
vocabulary for classification

D.63 (number of 
incorrectly classified 
features) 

N

DQ_Non
Quantitative
AttrAccuracy 

e-mail 
address

check automatically 
response of mail server

D.69 (rate of incorrect 
attribute values)

Y

DQ_Non
Quantitative
Attribute
Accuracy

phone/organi
zation/addre
ss/responsibl
e/title

manual control by asking 
responsible (e-mail/phone)

D.68 (number of 
incorrect attribute 
values)

N

DQ_ 
Positional
Correctness 

geographic 
extent

verify correlation with 
positions derived from place 
names in free-text elements

Similar to D.33 (rate 
of positional errors )

Y



Quality of free text

 New element created apart from ISO 19157
 The standard has no adequate measures for descriptive and 

prosaic texts, but metadata contains this kind of texts 
(abstract, purpose, lineage)

quality 
element

metadata element how measure A

DQ_Quality
OfFreeText

abstract, purpose, 
lineage

determine quality levels 
(bad, regular, good, very 
good) by a panel of 
experts with guidelines

Overall quality 
of free text 
(number of 
records 
considered bad)

N

DQ_Quality
OfFreeText

abstract, purpose, 
lineage

determine automatically 
readability by means of 
Flesch index (100-0 
upon nr of words, 
sentences, syllables)

Readability of 
free text (rate of 
records with 
readability > 50)

Y



3. Some experiments with the method

 Metadata corpus of Spanish Spatial Data Infrastructure (IDEE)
 September 2016
 4,824 records

 3,640 datasets vs 1,184 services
 harvested from regional/local/thematic SDI nodes
 not specially curated

Quality element 
category

Number of controls 
(measures)

Passed controls Failed 
controls

Completeness 2 2 0

Consistency 9 4 5

Accuracy / 
correctness

9 3 6

Quality of free text 6 0 6

26 9 17



4. Conclusions

 A formal method to analyze quality based on controls
 Although initially thought for ISO 19115, adaptable to 

other metadata standards/profiles
 12 quality elements with 26 associated measures

 These measures explore mandatory/representative metadata 
elements (but could be extended if needed)

 15 measures are automated
 5 measures could be equivalent to current XML 

Schema/schematron validations
 10 are completely new

 Current metadata holdings usually fail many of the 
proposed controls
 So far the focus has been on interoperability 



5. Future applicability

 Blockchain technology enables the definition of an open, 
distributed ledger that can record transactions (contracts) 
between parties in an efficient and verifiable way

 Automatic controls of metadata accuracy and correctness 
could be the base for blockchain-based SDI smart contracts  

 SDI blockchain nodes could commit to unpublishing metadata 
and resources, or at least to revising them, when
 automatic measures associated to nonquantitative attribute 

accuracy on electronic addresses (resource locators, e-mails) fail
 the error rate of incorrect time sequences increases 
 the readability index of free-text metadata elements decays
 …

 Currently exploring the feasibility of block-chain platforms 
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